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ABSTRACT
Antiretroviral drugs have revolutionized HIV care and enabled better management
of the infection thus allowing patients survive for many years. One proposed
approach to increase access to such drugs in sub-Saharan Africa is to use of a
reduced-dose alternative of the drug efavirenz, with 400 mg rather than regular 600
mg dose. This effectively would provide medication for 50 percent more persons
with the same amount of active ingredient. However, antiretroviral drugs require
high patient adherence to achieve intended therapeutic effect, and it is unclear if a
reduced-dose therapy would have sufficient efficacy, and if it would lead to an
increased risk of viral resistance.
The time profile of drug plasma concentration and corresponding long-term
viral load was estimated using integrated population PK/PD simulations, with model
parameters based on selected research studies. The results suggest a reduced dose
400 mg, rather than 600 mg regular dose, efavirenz in HIV therapy would place strict
demands on patients to maintain very high adherence levels, at least 80-90 percent, to
maintain sufficient drug concentration in blood plasma, and to minimize risk of viral
failure. However, it is relatively rare for HIV therapy programs in sub-Saharan
Africa to consistently achieve such high adherence levels. In addition, if patients are
co-administered rifampin, a drug widely used in TB care, this increases hepatic
metabolism and plasma clearance rate, resulting in further reduced average drug
plasma concentration. These findings suggest a reduced dose efavirenz treatment
alternative may be most (only) relevant for patient categories expected to maintain
high adherence; and in particular among persons who have been confirmed to have
CYP2B6 genotype consistent with inherently lower drug metabolism. At usual
adherence levels it is estimated a reduced dose alternative may increase the share of
patients at risk of viral failure by 5 to 15 percent vs. regular dose of 600 mg.
Keywords: HIV; antiretroviral; adherence; reduced dose; viral resistance; PK/PD;
efavirenz; rifampin; CYP2B6
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SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA
Antiretrovirala läkemedel har revolutionerat behandling av HIV infektion, och i
många fall gör att patienter numera kan överleva i många år. För att öka
tillgängligheten av dessa läkemedel i Afrika har det föreslagits att använda en
reducerad dos av läkemedlet efavirenz, med en dos av 400 mg i stället för den
vanliga dosen 600 mg. På det viset bör man kunna nå 50 procent fler personer med
samma mängd aktiv ingrediens. Erfarenhet med antiretrovirala läkemedel har visat
att dessa kräver hög följsamhet för att ha avsedd terapeutisk effekt, och det har
ifrågasatts om en reducerad dos terapi kan ha tillräcklig effekt. Dessutom är det
viktigt att säkerställa en plasma nivå som undviker ökad risk för viral resistens.
Plasmakoncentration av efavirenz samt långsiktig virusmängd beräknades
genom PK / PD simuleringar med modellparametrar baserade på utvalda
forskningsrapporter. Resultaten tyder på att användning av en reducerad dos på 400
mg av efavirenz för behandling av HIV skulle kräva att patienter vidhåller en mycket
hög följsamhet. Uppskattningsvis skulle det krävas en föjlsamhet på minst 80-90
procent för att ha tillräcklig läkemedelskoncentration i blodplasma, samt för att
minimera risken för virus resistens. Det är dock ovanligt bland HIV patienter i
behandlingsprogram i Afrika att uppnå en hög och stabil följsamhetsnivå över 80
procent. Dessutom så gäller att för de patienter som samtidigt behandlas med
rifampin i samband med tuberkulos så kan det öka metabolism av efavirenz, och
således leda till högre plasmaclearance hastighet, vilket då resulterar i ytterligare
reducerad läkemedelskoncentration i blodplasma.
Beräkningsresultaten tyder på att behandling med reducerad dos (400 mg) av
efavirenz troligen endast är möjligt för de grupper av patienter som kan förväntas
uppehålla en mycket hög följsamhet, samt evenuellt även kan vara lämpligt för
personer med den CYP2B6 genotyp relaterad till en lägre metabolism av efavirenz.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) is caused by the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). The first cases are believed to have occurred in the
1930s, and the disease grew rapidly during the second half of the 1900s. It has since
become a world-wide epidemic, and more than 40 million persons are thought to be
infected by HIV globally. While in the US HIV/AIDS primarily affects homosexual
men, in many other parts of the world it affects adult men and women equally, as
well as children and young adults. The disease is estimated to cause 10 percent of all
deaths globally (Mathers & Loncar, 2006).
More than 30 years of research in HIV/AIDS has gradually brought significant
progress in HIV treatment. Modern multi-drug therapies using antiretroviral drugs
has revolutionized the care and allowed patients to better manage the infection and
survive for many years. For example, in sub-Saharan Africa, it is estimated more than
6 million persons now have access to such therapy, a dramatic 100-fold increase over
just the last decade. In part, this improvement has been possible by the significant
reduction in the cost of HIV treatment regimens. During the last ten years the cost for
a year’s supply of antiretroviral drugs has fallen from US $10,000, to less than $100
per person (Chien, 2007).
However, even with the recent progress, only half of the infected persons in
sub-Saharan Africa have access to the necessary drugs, which has raised the question
of how to effectively double the volume of drug available for treatment (Volberding
& Deeks, 2010). Studies also have found that providing antiretroviral drugs at no cost
to patients can result in significantly increased probability of virologic suppression
after a 6 or 12 month treatment period (Ivers, Kendrick & Doucette, 2005). One
proposal is to create a reduced-dose treatment alternative of the HIV drug efavirenz,
using 400 mg rather than standard 600 mg. If such therapy is shown to be effective,
then it would allow treating 50 percent more persons with the same amount of active
ingredient. However, antiretroviral drugs require high patient adherence to achieve
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intended therapeutic effect, and it is unclear whether a reduced-dose therapy would
be effective given real-world less-than-perfect patient adherence levels, as well as
other influencing factors. This paper summarizes the results of analysis of estimated
drug efficacy and risk of viral failure of reduced-dose efavirenz therapy under
various adherence conditions.
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2. BACKGROUND
Antiretroviral treatment for HIV
Therapies based on antiretroviral drugs for patients with HIV infection have been
shown to be highly effective in suppressing viral load for many years, or even
decades (Kakosvska & Wahl, 2007). Reverse-transcriptase inhibitors are a type of
antiretroviral drug used to treat HIV as well as some forms of tumors and cancers.
These drugs inhibit activity of the viral enzyme reverse transcriptase required for
viral reproduction. However, antiretroviral drug treatment traditionally is quite
expensive. For example, the cost of standard dose efavirenz in the US is around $500
per month per patient. Many developing countries choose to purchase generic
versions of these drugs, where available; and this way can reduce the drug cost by a
factor 5x or even 10x (Chien, 2007).
Characteristics of efavirenz
Efavirenz is a non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor used as a first-line
regimen in treatment of HIV type 1. Efavirenz is recommended in combination with
lamivudine/zidovudine (Combivir) or tenofovir/emtricitabine (Truvada) as the
preferred drug therapy for both adults and adolescents. The standard dose is 600 mg
once daily, usually taken at bedtime. Efavirenz is characterized by a relatively long
plasma half-life, which enables once-daily dosing (Maggiolo, 2009).
Efavirenz is primarily metabolized by CYP2B6 in the liver (Ward et al., 2003).
The gene coding for CYP2B6 is highly polymorphic (especially CYP2B6 516G->T) and
has distinct racial/ethnic variations. The genotype most often linked to slow
metabolism by CYP2B6 occurs with high frequency in several native African
populations. Among sub-Saharan African populations the proportion of the
population with this genotype can be as high as 71 percent (Nyakutira et al., 2008).
Studies indicate the clearance rate of efavirenz may be about 30 percent lower among
individuals genetically disposed to slow metabolism (Denti et al., 2012). A separate
effect in metabolism of efavirenz is due to enzymatic auto-induction involving
9
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CYP2B6. This effect is most significant during the first 20 to 40 days of treatment, as
documented by Veldkamp et al. (2001), and Zhu et al. (2009).
Tuberculosis (TB) is the most common complicating infection among HIV
infected patients, and it causes high fatality rates (Kwara et al., 2008). The drug
rifampin is a key element of TB care; and it is known to be an inducer of several
enzymes in the cytochrome P450 super family. Increased CYP activity will accelerate
metabolism of several drugs, including efavirenz, thus resulting in lower plasma
concentration (ATS/CDC, 2003). It has been estimated co-administration of rifampin
among patients taking regular doses of efavirenz results in an average 22 percent
lowered plasma concentration of efavirenz (Lopéz-Cortés et al., 2002). As a
consequence, many guidelines recommend using an increased dose of 800 mg
efavirenz for patients also on rifampin as TB therapy (Rekić, et al., 2011).
Adherence levels and monitoring
The term adherence is used to describe the extent a patient’s behavior, such as in
taking prescribed medication, is consistent with medical advice. The related term,
persistence, is often used to describe if a patient continues with a long-term drug
therapy – such as in treatment of chronic illness (Touchette & Shapiro, 2008).
However, other investigators combine all aspects of non-compliance, including
persistence, into the general notion of adherence. Furthermore, non-adherence often
will decline over time, in particular if the medications involve difficult side effect or
can result in adverse effects. Low adherence is believed to be one key reason why it is
common for drugs to underperform from a clinical perspective compared with the
efficacy reported during controlled clinical trials (Kenna et al., 2005).
Suboptimal patient adherence to prescribed drugs is known to be one of the
primary reasons for lack of successful in treatment of HIV infection. Numerous
studies of adherence among HIV patients have found it is common for patients to
have low adherence to prescribed medication, ranging from 45 to 85 percent
(Kakosvska & Wahl, 2007). Furthermore, lack of consistent adherence has been
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shown to greatly increase the risk of emergence of viral resistance (Wahl & Nowak,
2000). For these reasons there is continued emphasis on actions to improve adherence
among HIV patients. For antiretroviral treatment the minimal level of adherence
initially was defined as 95 percent when using non-boosted protease inhibitors. Later
this was revised to allow adherence down to 80 percent when using non-nucleoside
reverse transcriptase inhibitors (Glass et al., 2012). Traditionally, adherence has been
measured based on self-reported information by study participants. It also is
common for study nurses and physicians to gather information related to adherence
at follow-up visits. It is believed there usually is some degree of under reporting
non-adherence in self-reported data (Kenna et al., 2005).
The real-world adherence levels of HIV patients many times are far lower than
the 80-90 percent stipulated in drug treatment and dosing plans. For example, in a
study of 137 HIV patients, approximately 20 percent of patients reported missing
some of daily doses (Glass et al., 2012). This study also found patients that missed
more than one dose per week were significantly less likely to maintain viral
suppression vs. patients with higher level of adherence. It was estimated patients
needed adherence of at least 86 percent for effective viral suppression. Adherence
patterns among HIV patients in developing countries can be far lower than levels
reported in studies from developed countries. In a study in Nigeria, the average
adherence level was estimated at less than 60 percent (Erah & Arute, 2008). Factors
contributing to lower adherence were poor financial status, drug adverse effects, lack
of confidentiality, and stigmatization. Earlier studies had reported average adherence
levels as low as 50 percent. Concerns of inability to reach sufficiently high adherence
has raised concerns of the actual potential for expanded antiretroviral treatment in
sub-Saharan Africa (Erah & Arute, 2008). However, a comprehensive review of 27
HIV programs in sub-Saharan, representing 12,116 patients across 12 countries,
reported the encouraging pooled average adherence estimate of 77 percent (Mills,
Nachega, & Buchan, 2006).
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Side effects and potential adverse drug reactions
Efavirenz is known to have risk of several side effects, in particular nervous system
and psychiatric, as well as rash. Other side effects reported in more than 5 percent of
patients are dizziness, nausea, fatigue, headache, and vomiting (Cespedes & Aberg,
2006). Some studies also suggest increased risk of changes in body shape, as part of
systemic changes in cholesterol levels in blood, also referred to as lipodystrophy
syndrome (Jover et al., 2004). It is thought that patients with trough efavirenz
concentrations in blood plasma exceeding 4 mg/L, in particular when genetically
predisposed for slow drug metabolism, have an increased risk of more severe side
effects and are more likely to experience adverse drug reactions (Rakhmanina & van
den Anker, 2010). Patients experiencing more significant side effects are more likely
to have lower adherence level, or may even discontinue use of prescribed drugs.
Pharmacokinetics modeling
Plasma drug concentration is considered a key factor in patient response to
antiretroviral therapy. There are wide inter-patient differences in drug metabolism
and other pharmacokinetic (PK) factors due to numerous genetic and environmental
variables. Population-based PK simulation methods are used to account for 1) the
variation among patients, and 2) the variation over the treatment period. Many types
of PK models can used, each with varying levels of sophistication depending on the
number of compartments, linear or non-linear absorption and elimination effects.
The modeling approach for this study is described further in the Methods section.
Figure 2. Modeling approach
used to represent efavirenz
pharmacokinetics - based on a
single compartment, open kinetic
model with first-order (linear)
absorption and elimination
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Viral load and viral resistance
Treating HIV-infected patients with antiretroviral drugs generally leads to significant
reduction in viral load, and also in recovery of active

T cells. The life cycle of

HIV is thought to be very short, requiring only 1-2 days from entry into a cell, for
replication, assembly, and to release virions which can go on to infect other cells in
the host (Perelson et al., 1996). HIV has a relatively error prone process for inserting
its RNA into the host DNA via reverse transcriptase. The resulting high degree of
genetic variability provides a steady flow of mutated viruses.
If antiretroviral therapy is continued at sub-therapeutic level for an extended
time period there is increased risk of selection for drug-resistant virus strains.
Eventually, viral drug-resistance will result in significantly increased risk of disease
progression towards AIDS (Rong, Feng & Perelson, 2007). Studies suggest one key
mechanism of resistance against efavirenz is the mutation of HIV RT. In particular,
mutations have been found for amino acids in positions 98 to 108 and 179 to 190. To
minimize risk of viral resistance in long-term HIV treatment Rakhmanina & van den
Anker (2011) suggest efavirenz concentration in plasma should be at least 1 mg/L. In
a study on HIV treatment in children, Piana et al. (2011) propose the

of 0.44 mg/L

related to long-term viral resistance. The detailed mechanisms of HIV viral drug
resistance and its relation to environmental and genetic factors are complex and
currently only partly understood, and out of scope for this paper.
Viral dynamics modeling
There have been extensive efforts to use mathematical modeling to study HIV viral
dynamics in patients and to aid in understanding of the pathogenesis of the infection.
Early models were mostly focused on the initial stages of the disease, but studies
over recent years have expanded the focus on long-term HIV dynamics in light of
different antiretroviral treatment programs (Wu et al., 2005). Common for these
models is the observation of significant interpersonal variations in the estimated viral
dynamics parameters. This is believed to be caused by host-specific genetic factors
influencing biological mechanisms, and variations in individuals’ response to
13
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different antiretroviral substances (Wu et al., 2005). A further review of patientspecific factors which may affect viral dynamics is provided by Hyang et al. (2008)
Numerous models have been created to simulate of HIV dynamics. Key
contributions were made by Wu et al. (2005), which in turn built on previous work by
Perelson & Nelson (1999), and Nowak & May (2000), and Perelson (2002). The typical
HIV mathematical model is based on a set of linked differential equations which
define the dynamic behavior of T-cells, both non-infected and infected, and also
includes one or several strains of virus, each with their separate drug efficacy and
growth parameters. Several other more sophisticated HIV dynamic models have
been proposed in recent years, such as in work by Long et al. (2007) which
incorporates effects of intra cell virus mechanics and dynamics of multiple virus
strains, and by Rosenbloom et al. (2012) which account for fitness differences between
susceptible and resistant strain and the effect of mutations.
Criteria for viral failure
Long-term antiretriviral therapy at sub-therapeutic dose is believed to select for
strains of the virus which are increasingly resistant to available medications. A
variety of criteria for virologic failure have been used by different investigators. For
example, Wu et al. (2005) use multiple rules, including > 200 HIV RNA copies per mL
after 24 weeks of treatment. Increased viral load has been shown to be well
correlated to decreased overall patient survival time with HIV, and eventually
leading to AIDS. It is estimated viral load can explain 75 percent of the variation in
survival time among patients (Arnaout et al., 1999). The same study also suggested
the typical HIV patient can withstand on average 1,300 “viral years” before reaching
immunologic failure, and it argues high viral load is related to sustained lymphocyte
destruction. The complete mechanisms of long-term viral resistance is only partially
understood, and various other factors may contribute to resistance such as existence
of stable reservoirs of latent infected cells, and/or persistent replication of HIV at a
very low level (Luo et al., 2012; Pasternak et al., 2012).
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Use of combination drug therapy, as part of so-called highly active
antiretroviral therapy (HAART), is specifically intended to reduce the risk of
developing viral resistance, and it has come to represent the most effective way
currently available to control HIV infection. However, in addition to often being
more costly, combination drug therapy can also increase the risk of adverse drug
events, lead to unplanned drug interactions, and require more complex dosage
pattern which in turn may affect patient adherence.
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3. METHODS AND MATERIALS
The integrated PK/PD model for analysis of plasma efavirenz concentration, HIV
dynamics and patient health outcome analysis was structured in 3 main steps:
Figure 2. Methodology to evaluate evavirenz and HIV dynamics and effectiveness, based on
three integrated modeling steps: drug concentration, viral dynamics, and final viral load

Plasma drug
concentration
for patient dose
and adherence
 Adherence profile
and distribution
 Efavirenz plasma
concentration
 Population drug
distribution

Simulate
T cell and virus
dynamics over
time
 Virus load over time
 Infected and noninfected T cells
 Population virus
distribution

Patient disease
state and
outcome

 Virus load during and
at end of treatment
period
 Sensitivity analysis
 Multi-parameter
comparison

Drug dosage levels and frequency
The drug dosage was modeled at four levels: regular dose 600 mg once daily,
increased dose 800 mg once daily (as is sometimes is used for TB patients) reduced
dose 400 mg once daily, and half dose 300 mg once daily.
Patient adherence model
The degree of patient adherence to the prescribed dosage plan was modeled in
several ways. The perfect adherence (100%) case was used as reference to compare
other alternatives with. Perfect adherence assumes the patient takes every dose on
time, every day, as prescribed. The second alternative assumed missed doses with
probability p, randomly applied across the patient population, without any
consideration to differences across patients, and without dependency on previously
missed doses. The third alternative assumed patient-specific probabilities,

, of

missing a dose, but not dependent on previously missed doses. The last alternative
was a Markov-chain pattern, where the probability of missing a dose is different if
the previous dose was missed, e.g., a patient has 0.1 probability of missing a dose if
16
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did not miss last dose, however has 0.3 probability of missing a dose if missed the
previous dose. A comprehensive review of mathematical methods to model patient
adherence behavior is provided by Kenna et al. (2005). The different adherence
methods used in this study are summarized in table 1 below.
Table 1. Description of patient adherence probability alternatives used in simulation

Patient-specific adherence probability ratio

Adherence

No

No

Yes

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

influenced by
Alternative 4

previous day
Yes

N/A

Note: Adherence alternative 1 assumes perfect adherence, i.e.,

.

Adherence outcomes were simulated using a Bernoulli distribution, a special case of
the Binomial distribution, with

according to the table 1. For simulation

of population values of the parameters in alternative 3, a patient-specific adherence
rate was defined as

where

is normal distributed N(0, 0.01) and

. Simulations were performed with
For the Markov-chain based alternative

from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1.
, simulations were done using

P(1|1) = 0.9 and P(1|0) = 0.7. For all adherence alternatives the effective drug therapy
per patient was derived by multiplying adherence per patient with the daily dose.
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Pharmacokinetic (PK) characteristics
The simulations of efavirenz concentrations in plasma were based on a onecompartment model, with first order absorption and linear elimination, in the form:

Where:
D(t) [mg]

is oral dose – based on actual dosing and adherence

[h-1]

is absorption coefficient

B(t) [mg]

is amount at absorption site

A(t) [mg]

is amount at active site

[h-1]

is clearance coefficient, where

Key model parameters are apparent total clearance from plasma (CL), apparent
volume of distribution ( ) and absorption rate constant (

). Parameter values were

based on data from selected research articles, in particular from Pfister et al. (2003),
Kappelhof et al. (2005), Zhu et al. (2009), Sanchez et al. (2011), and the excellent survey
by Arab-Alameddine et al. (2012). Bio-availability (F) was assumed to be 1, and thus
not represented separately in the simulation model. The model parameter values
used for the simulation are summarized in table 2 below.

Table 2. Parameter values used for simulation of plasma drug concentration were generated
for each patient based on normal distribution with the following parameters
Metric
Mean (μ)

CL

*

0.65

10

300

45%

30%

10%

~35%

10%

N/A

10%

10%

min / max

min: 0.4

min: 3

min: 200

min: 0

limits

max: 0.9

max: 20

max: 400
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* Note: auto-induction was included in the PK model by attenuating

with a linear

function ramping from 0.4 to 1.0 of steady-state value during the initial 3 weeks of
the treatment period. Patient-specific parameter values for each time period t (hour)
were generated based on the form of

where

distributed N(0, 0.1) and such that

is normal

. There were assumed to be no

systematic changes in model parameters during the course of the treatment period.
The appendix includes a more detailed summary of model parameter estimates and
related sources.
Impact of patient genotype and concomitant drug use
The patient population was defined based on the following characteristics, known to
have significant influence on drug clearance, and thus impact plasma concentration.
1) CYP2B6 genotype - modeled as “regular” with high clearance rate, or
polymorphic with reduced drug metabolism and thus lower clearance rate.
2) Concomitant use of the drug rifampin, as often is prescribed to treat
tuberculosis among HIV/AIDS patients. Patients on rifampin experience
increased clearance rate of efavirenz due to induced higher drug metabolism.
The influence of these factors on effective clearance rate has been investigated in
numerous research studies: genotype influence (Pfister et al., 2003; Nyakutira et al.,
2008; Sanchez et al., 2011; Denti et al., 2012 ); and rifampin influence (Benedek et al.,
1998; Lopez-Cortez et al., 2002; Kwara et al., 2011; Rekić et al., 2011). The following
parameter values were used for model simulations in this study:


CYP2B6: non-Caucasian genotype has 30 percent reduced clearance (



Rifampin: concomitant use has 22 percent increased clearance rate (

* 0.7)
* 1.22)

The two factors can also act simultaneously for a net effect of 0.85 (i.e., 0.7 * 1.22),
which is consistent with the findings by Kwara et al., (2008) that the effects from
rifampin will not fully outweigh the reduced metabolism among individuals with
CYP2B6 genotype resulting in reduced metabolism.
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Pharmacodynamics (PD) characteristics
The HIV-dynamic model used for this report is based on an extension of the
modeling approach outlined by Wu et al. (2005) and adapted from Perelson &
Nelson (1999). The model is represented by three equations, each representing one of
three interrelated compartments: non-infected T cells (T), infected T cells (T*), and
free virions (V). The system can be described using three linked differential
equations:

Where:
λ

[h-1 mL-1]

is rate of new T cells created in body, e.g., thymus

[h-1]

is death rate of non-infected T cells

[h-1 mL-1]

is infection rate without any treatment

[h-1]

is death rate of infected T cells

N

[]

is total number of virions from by each infected cell

C

[h-1]

is the clearance rate of free virions

[]

is the antiretroviral drug efficacy at time t, this will take

k

values from 0 to 1, when
effective, and
The parameter
to

= 1 the drug is 100%

= 0 then it has no effect.

is computed based on the drug plasma concentration in relation

at time t. Further, in order to reflect the increasing risk of viral resistance

during the treatment program, the IC50 is defined by Huang & Rosencranz (2003) as:
(4)
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values at the point in time with no viral resistance and

with full viral resistance respectively. For this report the model was based on values
of

= 0.0044 mg/L and

= 0.44 mg / L, as described by Piana et al., (2011).

The model parameters used were based on Wu et al. (2005), with equal weighting of
Arm A and Arm B in this study. The parameter values were transformed from dayto hour-level model time granularity. The model parameters, as listed in table 3
below, were reasonably consistent with data from other studies, such as summarized
by Rong et al. (2007); and the largest difference appeared to be for parameters λ and
, and it also reiterated the large inter-person variability for the parameter N.

Table 3. Model parameter values for simulation of patient viral dynamics were generated
based on normal distribution with the following characteristics

Metric

λ

k

Mean (μ)

8.8

5.6E-4

2.7E-7

45%

308%

10%

10%

N

c

1.3E-2

508

0.44

52%

83%

100%

42%

10%

10%

10%

10%

Patient-specific parameter values for each time period t were generated based in the
form of

where

such that

is normal distributed N(0, 0.1) and

. Randomization of the

parameter values was contained to

min/max range of [μ/2 … 2μ], with re-sampling where required.
The

(t) function was modeled using the parameter values in table 4 below.

Table 4. Parameter values for simulation of each patient

were generated based on

normal distribution with the following characteristics:
Metric
Mean (μ)

0.0044

0.44

75 days*

20%

20%

50%

Randomization of parameter values was contained to min/max range of [μ/2 … 2μ].
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were evaluated and are further described later in

the report.

There were assumed to be no systematic changes in model parameters during the
course of the treatment period, besides for

(t) and

.

Based on equations 3a-c the steady-state level of T cells and virions can be
calculated and applied for T(0), T*(0) and V(0), and is detailed in more detail by Wu
et al. (2005) and Hyang & Lu (2008).
T(0) = c / (kN)
T*(0) = c * V(0) / (δN)

(4)

V(0) = λN/c – dT/k
The calculated initial values for T, T*, and V were randomized for each patient.
Simulation model implementation
There are numerous software programs available for simulation of PK/PD dynamics,
such as NONMEN, BioSim, PK-Sim, GastroPlus, SimCyp, and many more. As part of
this specific study there was a need to explore several specific adherence scenarios,
including missed doses, delayed doses, and using different probability functions.
Many of the simulation models described in literature are based on day-by-day
simulation, and not hourly level simulation used in this study. The choice was thus
made to create a separate simulation program to support the specific model
requirements.
A simulation model was created using MATLAB R2012b. Different model
population scenarios were implemented with 2000 to 5000 patients, in hourly time
increments over the course of a six month treatment period. The MATLAB code
prepared for the project is included in Appendix. The simulation runs were
performed using a Lenovo Intel Core Duo T9400 @ 2.53GHz with 2GB of RAM.
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4. RESULTS
Summary
This study analyzed the relative therapeutic effectiveness of reduced dose efavirenz
in HIV antiretroviral treatment. The time profile of plasma drug concentration and
corresponding long-term viral load was estimated using integrated population
PK/PD simulations, with model parameters from selected research papers. Based on
the simulations performed it suggests use of reduced dose (400 mg) efavirenz in HIV
therapy would place strict demands on patients to maintain very high adherence
levels, such as 80 to 90 percent or more, to maintain sufficient drug concentration in
blood plasma, and to reduce risk of viral failure during the treatment period.
However, it is relatively rare for real-world HIV therapy programs to achieve such
high patient adherence levels. In addition, if patients are co-administered rifampin, a
drug widely used in TB treatment, this increases hepatic metabolism and plasma
clearance rate, thus resulting in further reduced average drug concentration.
In-depth results
The detailed results are organized in the following sequence
a) Patient adherence levels and different adherence model methods
b) Profile of efavirenz plasma concentration over time
c) Distribution of plasma concentration in the patient population
d) Distribution of daily and weekly plasma concentration vs. suggested limits
e) Outliers in plasma concentration for different time period lengths
f) Share of patient population with plasma concentration below limits
g) Average population plasma concentration vs. calculated
h) Viral load over time for different patient population percentiles
i) Distribution of virus load across patient population by week 24
j) Share of patient population at risk of viral failure after 8 or 24 weeks
k) Share of patient population at viral failure after 24 wk treatment period, given
different drug dose, adherence levels, and effects of
23
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a) Patient adherence levels and different adherence model methods
Example of effective distribution of total average adherence level per patient in
simulation with N=5000, with random adherence probability of 0.9
Distribution of Adherence among Patients
0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
0.78

0.8

0.82

0.84

0.86
0.88
0.9
Probability [0..1]

0.92

0.94

0.96

0.98

Figure 3. Example of distribution of effective adherence level among N=5000 patients, using
non-patient specific randomized adherence probability p = 0.9.

The resulting adherence when using patient-specific randomized adherence
probabilities provides a very similar distribution to the non-patient specific
randomized method.

Distribution of Adherence among Patients
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0.8

0.82

0.84

0.86

0.88
0.9
Probability [0..1]

0.92

0.94

0.96

0.98

Figure 4. Example of distribution of effective adherence level among N=5000 patients, using
patient-specific randomized adherence probability p = 0.9.
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Distribution of Adherence among Patients
0.16

0.14

0.12

0.1
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0.02

0
0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85
Probability [0..1]

0.9

0.95

1

Figure 5. Example of distribution of effective adherence level among N=5000 patients, using
two-state Markov-chain, with fixed probabilities of P(1|1) = 0.9 and P(1|0) = 0.7 respectively.

The three different adherence methods generate similar overall result, and the choice
of modeling method was found to have relatively minor effect on the plasma drug
simulation outcome. The adherence method 3 was used for all following virus
simulations

b) Profile of efavirenz plasma concentration over time
Efavirenz plasma concentration profiles were generated for every patient with
hourly time increments. Below is an example of the profile for 16 patients for the
initial 500 hours. It is quite evident how distinctly unique each plasma concentration
profile is, depending on the specific adherence pattern for each patient. It also is
possible to notice the influence of the effect of auto induction of metabolic enzymes
which gradually increases plasma clearance rate during the initial 3 weeks, until a
steady-state level is reached.
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Figure 6. Plasma drug concentration (mg/L) over time, for 16 patients from the simulated
patient population, with adherence of 0.9, N= 2000.

c) Distribution of plasma concentration in the patient population
The simulated plasma drug concentration over time was averaged over time for each
patient in the population. Examples of the resulting average plasma concentration
are provided in the figures below, for several of the different adherence modeling
methods. For all adherence modeling alternatives, the simulation produces a similar
plasma drug concentration distribution profile, with a lower range depending on
dose level and adherence, and an extended tail to high concentrations reflecting the
subset of patients with parameter values that contribute to low plasma clearance rate.
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Distribution of Avg Plasma Concentration Across Patient Population
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Plasma concentration (mg/L)
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Figure 7. Average plasma concentration with perfect adherence (1.0), 600 mg dose,
concurrent rifampin use, and regular CYP2B6 genotype.
Distribution of Avg Plasma Concentration Across Patient Population
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Figure 8. Distribution of average plasma concentration in patient population with patientspecific adherence 0.8, 600 mg dose, concurrent rifampin use, and regular CYP2B6 genotype.
Distribution of Avg Plasma Concentration Across Patient Population
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Figure 9. Distribution of average plasma concentration in patient population, with Markov
chain adherence (0.9, 0.7), 600 mg dose, concurrent rifampin, and regular CYP2B6 genotype.
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d) Distribution of daily and weekly plasma concentration vs. suggested limits
The simulation estimated the share of the total patient population below/within/over
the estimated therapeutic levels (1 vs. 4 mg/L). An example of the output is here.
Table 5. Example of simulation results: estimated share of patient population
below/within/over suggested therapeutic plasma limits - for different time frames
---------------------------------------------------------------Simulation of efavirenz at different dosage and adherence levels
Population size
:
1000
Time periods (hrs):
4032
---------------------------------------------------------------Share of all patients within therapeutic limits [1,4] mg/L
Adherence: 0.900
Dose: 600.000
Hourly
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
All
Above :
0.117
0.101
0.089
0.082
0.073
In
:
0.825
0.859
0.909
0.918
0.927
Below :
0.058
0.040
0.002
0.000
0.000

e) Outliers in plasma concentration for different time period lengths
The average plasma concentration during the treatment period may mask shorter
periods where the concentration may be far lower or higher, compared with
suggested therapeutic levels (1 vs. 4 mg/L), as illustrated in the figures below.
Average Plasma Concentration per Time Period

Plasma Concentration (mg/L)

10

8

6

4

2

0
Hourly

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

All

Figure 10. Distribution of average plasma concentration for different time frames (dose 600
mg, adherence 0.8, no rifampin use, and regular CYP2B6 genotype). The large number of
high- and low- outliers is evident, in particular at an hourly and daily basis.
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Average Plasma Concentration per Time Period
12

Plasma Concentration (mg/L)

10

8

6

4

2

0
Hourly

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

All

Figure 11. Distribution of average plasma concentration using Markov adherence model
(dose 600 mg, adherence {0.9,0.7}, no rifampin use, and regular CYP2B6 genotype). In
general, the concentration distribution appears similar to other adherence models.

f) Share of patient population with plasma drug concentration below estimated
therapeutic limits - for different dose and adherence levels
The share of patient population with average weekly plasma drug concentration
below the 1 mg/L limit was estimated for different drug dose levels and average
adherence probability, including effects from rifampin use and CYP2B6 genotype.
Share of Patients w/ Weekly Average Plasma Concentration Below Limit

Portion of All Patients [0..1]

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0.1

800 mg
600 mg
400 mg
300 mg
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
0.6
0.7
Adherence Level [0..1]

0.8

0.9

1

Figure 12. Share of patients with average weekly plasma concentration below 1 mg/L limit,
with no rifampin use, and regular CYP286 genotype. For example, in a population of patients
on 600 mg efavirenz, with adherence 0.7, there will be approximately 10 percent who have a
weekly plasma drug concentration below the suggested lower limit of 1mg/L. This and the
following three figures are based on simulation of 10,000 patients.
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On the other hand, in a population of patients with lower efavirenz metabolism due
to CYP2B6 genotype, taking 600 mg efavirenz, with adherence 0.7, there will be
virtually no patients with weekly plasma drug concentration below the 1 mg/L limit.
Share of Patients w/ Weekly Average Plasma Concentration Below Limit

Portion of All Patients [0..1]
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0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0.1
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600 mg
400 mg
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0.5
0.6
0.7
Adherence Level [0..1]

0.8

0.9

1

Figure 13. Share of patients with average weekly plasma concentration below 1 mg/L limit,
with no rifampin use, but CYP286 genotype linked to lowered clearance rate.

However, in sharp contrast, in a population of patients with regular CYP2B6
genotype but also on rifampin therapy, taking 600 mg efavirenz, with adherence 0.7,
there will be approximately 15 to 20 percent of patients with weekly plasma drug
concentration below the 1 mg/L limit.
Share of Patients w/ Weekly Average Plasma Concentration Below Limit

Portion of All Patients [0..1]
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0
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0.5
0.6
0.7
Adherence Level [0..1]

0.8

0.9

1

Figure 14. Share of patients with average weekly plasma concentration below 1 mg/L limit,
with concurrent rifampin use, and regular CYP286 genotype.
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Share of Patients w/ Weekly Average Plasma Concentration Below Limit

Portion of All Patients [0..1]
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Figure 15. Share of patients with average weekly plasma concentration below 1 mg/L limit,
with concurrent rifampin use, but CYP286 genotype linked to lowered clearance rate. In this
case effects on clearance rate due to CYP2B6 genotype and rifampin counteract each other.

The simulation results detailed on figure 12 to 15 above suggest the regular dose of
600 mg may allow adherence loss of approximately 30 percent before 10 percent or
more of population will experience average weekly plasma drug concentration
below 1 mg/L; assuming no concurrent rifampin use, and with regular CYP2B6
genotype. This level appears consistent with field results indicating antiretroviral
treatment using efavirenz generally is effective at average adherence levels even at 70
to 80 percent. For patients with CYP2B6 genotype related to lowered clearance rate,
illustrated in figure 13, it is possible they may have slightly improved tolerance for
low adherence, e.g., down to 60 percent. On the other hand, patients with concurrent
rifampin use will experience increased metabolism and higher clearance rate.
Existing guidelines suggest using an increased dose of 800 mg of efavirenz for these
patients. As seen from figure 14, an increased dose will tolerate adherence levels as
low as 80 percent among these patients. However, with regular dose, or reduced
dose, a relatively large share of these patients may experience plasma drug
concentration below 1 mg/L. The effects on clearance from rifampin use vs. CYP2B6
genotype counteract each other - resulting in plasma drug concentration close to the
base case, as shown in figure 15.
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g) Virus growth dynamics for sample patients vs. calculated
The average plasma concentration vs.

level

as modeled in the simulation using a time-

dependent inhibition function where

for efavirenz gradually increases during

the initial portion of the treatment period, and then reaches a steady-state.
Average Daily plasma drug concentration per percentile vs. IC50
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Figure 16. Average daily plasma drug concentration per percentile vs. average

(400 mg,

adherence 0.8, with no rifampin use, and regular CYP2B6 genotype, N=5000)

h) Viral load over time for different patient population percentiles
Pharmacodynamic simulation was used to estimate T cell and viral growth
dynamics. The dotted curves in figure 17 below show the average viral load over
time for different patient percentiles, ranging from 10 percent to 90 percent, and with
the median of the population is marked in red color.
Distribution of percentiles of patient population over time
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Figure 17. Viral load over time for different patient population percentiles (600 mg,
adherence 0.8, with rifampin use, and regular CYP2B6 genotype, N=5000)
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i) Distribution of virus load across patient population by week 24
The criterion for viral failure was based on final viral load > N by week 24, where the
value of N could range from 50 to 200 viruses per mL. For the same simulation case
as described in figure 17 above, the viral load at week 24 across the patient
population was calculated. As can be seen in figure 18 below, the majority of the
patient population has a low to moderate viral load, except a small subset of patients
represented by the column on the right hand side of the chart.
Distribution of viral load during last week

Share of all patient [0..1]

0.2
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-20
log10 of viral count (copies/mL)

0

20

Figure 18. Distribution of virus load in the patient population by week 24 (600 mg,
adherence 0.8, with rifampin use, regular CYP2B6 genotype, N=5000)

j) Share of patient population with viral failure after 8 or 24 weeks
Similar to the method used for evaluating share of patients with plasma drug
concentration below the 1mg/L level, as shown in figures 12 to 15; the share of
patients experiencing viral failure was calculated at both 8 weeks of treatment, or at
the end of treatment period, 24 weeks , as provided in figure 19 below. The definition
for viral failure is based on patient having persistent viral count > 100 virus per mL.
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Share of Patients with Viral Load > 100 at Week 8
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Figure 19. Share of patient population without effective viral suppression at 8 weeks. (with
rifampin use, regular CYP2B6 genotype, N=5000). For example, with 600 mg and adherence
0.8, approximately 5 percent of patients are at high risk of viral failure.

The share of patients with viral failure at 24 weeks increases further from the status at 8
weeks. The figure 20 below illustrates the simulation results at 24 weeks for a patient
population with concurrent rifampin use, and regular CYP2B6 genotype.

Share of Patients with Viral Load > 100 at Week 24
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Figure 20. Share of patient population estimated at risk of viral failure after 24 weeks. (with
rifampin use, regular CYP2B6 genotype, N=5000). For example, with 600 mg and adherence
0.8, approximately 25 percent of patients are at high risk of viral failure.
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As expected, the corresponding viral load results without concurrent use of rifampin
use are slightly better, as provided in figures 21 and 22 below.

Share of Patients with Viral Load > 100 at Week 8
0.8
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Figure 21. Share of patient population without effective viral suppression at 8 weeks. (with
no rifampin use, regular CYP2B6 genotype, N=5000). For example, with 600 mg and
adherence 0.8, less than 5 percent of patients are at high risk of viral failure.
Share of Patients with Viral Load > 100 at Week 24
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Figure 22. Share of patient population estimated at risk of viral failure after 24 weeks. (with
no rifampin use, regular CYP2B6 genotype, N=5000). For example, with 600 mg and
adherence 0.8, approximately 15 to 20 percent of patients are at high risk of viral failure.
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k) Share of patient population at viral failure after 24 wk treatment period, given
different drug dose and adherence levels, including effects of

resistance time

The distribution viral load distribution in the patient population will depend on the
specific adherence level, drug dose, and the various factors which influence plasma
clearance rate. In addition, the single-most important model parameter in the viral
simulation is the assumption for time duration for viral resistance as per the

.

calculation. Simulations were done using time-to-resistance ranging from 50 days to
200 days. Using a shorter time will lead to earlier viral resistance, and thus result in a
larger share of the patient population experiencing viral failure by week 24 of the
treatment period.
It is most useful to focus on the relative difference in treatment effectiveness
for the different scenarios, rather than the absolute levels for any single scenario. For
example, at 400 mg reduced dose and adherence level of 0.8, approximately 17 to 35
percent of the patient population would have high risk of viral failure. For patients
also using rifampin the risk would further increase to around 22 to 42 percent. This
can be compared with the alterative where patient receives the regular dose, 600 mg,
and as per figure 23 the estimated risk of viral failure is far less, approximately 10 to
20 percent with no rifampin, and 15-28 percent when with rifampin. This suggests
the use of a reduced dose (400 mg) efavirenz treatment is more exposed to the effects
of lower patient adherence, and may increase the share of patients at risk of viral
failure by 10 to 15 percent above the base case of regular dose of 600 mg. Patients
with CYP2B6 genotype associated with low metabolism would have a somewhat
lower risk. The corresponding viral load values at Week 8 are in figure 24 on the next
following page.
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Figure 23. Share of patient population with risk of viral failure after 24 weeks treatment
period, given different drug dose and adherence levels, with and without rifampin, and with
regular CYP2B6 genotype. The vertical bar shows the range of outcomes dependent on
assumption for

time to viral failure, ranging from 200 days (lower end) to 50 days

(upper end), and the filled circle is for 100 days. Viral failure was defined at viral load > 100
virus / mL. Simulated for 5,000 patients.
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The risk of viral failure at 8 weeks is calculated to be far lower compared with at 24 weeks. In
most of the scenarios evaluated for this model the share of patients with high viral count at
week 8 is around 25 to 50 percent vs. the level at week 24. Further, the viral load is expected
to be most pronounced at the 400 mg dose and at adherence level of 0.6 or below.
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Figure 24. Share of patient population with risk of viral failure after 8 weeks treatment
period, given different drug dose and adherence levels, with and without rifampin, and with
regular CYP2B6 genotype. The vertical bar shows the range of outcomes dependent on
assumption for

time to viral failure, ranging from 200 days (lower end) to 50 days

(upper end), and the filled circle is for 100 days. Viral failure was defined at viral load > 100
virus / mL. Simulated for 5,000 patients.
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5. DISCUSSION
This study estimated relative therapeutic effectiveness of reduced-dose efavirenz in
HIV antiretroviral treatment using integrated population PK/PD simulations. There
is extensive experience of using mathematical models to analyze disease mechanisms
and to compare treatment strategies for HIV infection. It is self-evident any
simulation result will only be as useful as the underlying data and model
assumptions. These findings are discussed from three perspectives,
a) simulation results vs. real-world outcomes, b) relevancy for clinical practice, and c)
possible areas of further study.
Simulation results vs. real-world outcomes
In simulation of dynamic systems it is essential to understand the sensitivity of the
various assumptions and parameters, such as PK model representation, model
parameters, adherence approach, PD viral model, criteria for treatment success vs.
viral failure, effects from concurrent medications, genotype differences influencing
clearance and drug efficacy, and possible impact from adverse effects among patients
experiencing high plasma drug concentration.
For the PK model approach used in this study, the assumed plasma clearance
rate is the primary determining factor for the PK dynamics. Many other studies
report large inter-person variations in drug metabolism and resulting plasma
clearance rate (Arab-Alameddine et al., 2012). Model parameters were selected from
research reports of patient studies involving efavirenz. The appendix has further
details and lists sources used. Many of model parameter values varied as much as 30
percent across different research studies, presumably due to differences in study
method, patient population characteristics, plasma assay approach, and other factors.
Genetic variations among patients are known to influence drug metabolism
and drug efficacy. This study only incorporated differences in plasma clearance
related to the CYP2B6 genotype, generally considered the most significant genetic
factor (Kwara et al., 2008). The most common variation of CYP2B6 (516 G>T) will
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reduce metabolism of efavirenz, and thus typically would lead to increased plasma
drug concentration compared with the regular phenotype. Reduced clearance can
also cause high plasma drug concentration among some patients, which then can
lead to increased risk of adverse drug effects – which may cause patients to stop
treatment, and thus indirectly lead to lower adherence.
Several drugs are known to affect the metabolism of efavirenz. One such drug
combination is the use of efavirenz at the same time as rifampin, which is estimated
can increase plasma clearance approximately 15 to 35 percent (Kwara et al, 2008).
Other drugs metabolized by the liver can also affect the rate of efavirenz metabolism.
Naturally, many other factors such as liver or kidney diseases can also affect
clearance rate.
The study explored the effect of several different patient adherence model
methods, from perfect adherence, to basic adherence probability applied randomly,
to a patient-specific adherence probability, and finally adherence with 2-state
Markov-chain with fixed transition probabilities. Each adherence model approach
had pros and cons from a simulation perspective. However, side-by-side comparison
of the different methods suggests they result in similar virological outcome for the
modeled patient population. The results are qualitatively consistent with most
previous studies, underscoring the link between adherence and virological outcome,
(Liu et al., 2006). A further future possibility would be to model adherence patterns
from actual patient studies for even more realistic modeling of patient adherence.
The viral model used for this study was based on a 3-compartment model
with static parameters, except for time-dependent modeling of

to represent

increasing risk of viral resistance with longer treatment period. The parameters for
the viral dynamics model were selected from a study by Wu et al. (2005) based on an
in-depth review of viral load over time for 42 patients. Similar to the efavirenz PK
model parameters, there were significant interpersonal variations of most of these
parameters, in particular for parameters

(death rate of non-infected T cells), N (the
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number of new virions produced from each infected cell during its lifetime), and δ
(the death rate of infected cells).
Different criteria have been suggested for what represents viral failure among
HIV patients, such as consistent viral count > 200 per mL at week 8, or viral count >
200 or > 100 per mL at 24 weeks. Other the criteria for viral failure suggested in
different studies range from 50 to 500 per mL. Sensitivity analysis suggests the
absolute virus count had relatively minor effect on the overall simulation outcome,
and thus 100 per mL was used for the majority of the simulation runs. On the other
hand, the assumptions regarding time for development of viral resistance as used in
the

calculation was found to have greater influence. Scenarios were created

ranging from 50 days to resistance, up to 200 days to resistance. For the same reason,
greater inter-person variability was used for population simulation of this model
parameter (CV= 50%).
Relevancy for clinical practice
The results indicate a reduced-dose (400 mg) efavirenz treatment alternative would
require very high adherence levels, if to be used at all. This information could be
used to guide planned clinical trials, which ultimately would provide more precise
guidelines for clinical practice. For example, patients likely to be in low-adherence
categories may be avoided for such treatment. Similarly, patients on concurrent
rifampin therapy would be less well-suited for reduced-dose, regardless of
adherence level. Furthermore, if it would be possible to identify patients with
CYP2B6 genotype with low metabolism, these patients may be better candidates for a
reduced dose efavirenz – which also could help reduce risk of excess plasma drug
concentration and related risk for adverse drug effects.
Possible areas of further study
The simulation approach used for this study was based on a relatively basic model
and a set of standard set of parameters, and then applied to a generic homogeneous
adult population. More sophisticated PK model formulations can be used to account
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for differences in concentration and bioavailability of drug across different body
compartments. Similarly, more advanced PD models can be used to account for
detailed virus dynamics and different viral mutation characteristics.
Modern antiretroviral therapy often includes the use of two or more different
drugs in order to improve efficacy and to reduce the risk of viral resistance. It is
possible that a reduced dose of such a combination therapy may allow for improved
resistance vs. viral resistance compared with just using reduced dose efavirenz.
The patient population characteristics could be expanded to account for
different patient types, including adjustments for children and adolescents – with
lower plasma clearance rates. Another option is to use more generic modeling of
patient body weight as a separate parameter, which may affect optimal drug dose
level as well as ultimate drug efficacy per patient.
The representation of patient adherence could be expanded to allow for longer
periods of non-adherence in addition to the Markov-chain style method used in this
study. This could include non-adherence periods of one or multiple weeks, or even
longer, such as described in simulation models by Piana et al., (2011). Yet another
option could be to incorporate actual reported real-world adherence profiles in the
simulation.
The study could be extended to focus specifically on the subset of patients
estimated to have very high plasma concentrations, and the factors that contribute to
such increase. High plasma drug concentration is thought to be related to increased
risk of adverse drug effects, which in turn may lead to reduced adherence or even
halted treatment.
The evaluation of different drug dose levels could be incorporated into a
broader public health framework, to consider relative differences in cost and access
for alternative dose levels and treatment options. In other words, what is the overall
public health benefit and ethics of a low dose option if it may increase access of
antiretroviral medication to 50 percent more patients, even if the expected treatment
efficacy is reduced from current 90 to 100 percent to a hypothetical 70 to 80 percent?
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6. CONCLUSION
A simulation model was created to estimate the effect of drug dose and patient
adherence on HIV therapy treatment efficacy and risk of viral failure in an adult
patient population. The calculation results suggest a reduced dose (400 mg) efavirenz
alternative would place severe demand on patients to maintain very high adherence
levels, i.e., 80 to 90 percent or more, in order to maintain sufficient plasma drug
concentration, and reduce risk of viral failure during the treatment period.
However, it is not common for broad-based drug treatment programs to reach
such high adherence level in the average population. Assuming typical adherence
levels, it was estimated a reduced-dose efavirenz alternative (400 mg) may increase
the share of patients at risk of viral failure by 5 to 15 percent vs. if using a regular
dose (600 mg). Furthermore, if patients are co-administered rifampin, a drug widely
used in TB treatment, enzymatic activation will increase metabolism and increase
clearance rate of efavirenz thus resulting in yet further reduced average plasma drug
concentration. Therefore, a reduced dose (400 mg) efavirenz treatment alternative
may be most (only) relevant for patient categories expected to be able to maintain
high adherence level; and in particular among persons confirmed to have CYP2B6
genotype consistent with lower drug metabolism.
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9. APPENDIX
Summary of PK model parameters from selected published research studies
Table A1: general parameters. Table A2: Influence on clearance due to genetic difference, in particular CYP2B6). Table A3: Influence on
clearance due to co-administration of rifampin.
Table A1. General PK model parameters CL, V, and Ka based on selected research reports
Clearance,
CL (L/h)

Terminal volume of
distribution, V (L)

Absorption rate
constant, Ka (h-1)

Study size and patient population
demographics

Source

(n=128) HIV-positive, 97% Caucasian

Sanchez et al. (2011)

Mean

CV (%)

Mean

CV (%)

Mean

CV (%)

9.6

44

291

101

-

-

10.8

42

282

~10

1.4

93

(n=139) HIV-positive, multiple genetics

Pfister et al. (2003)

8.8

~20

418

~20

0.29

24

(n=1216) HIV-positive, multiple countries

Kappelhof et al. (2005)

9.2

~15

317

~10

0.43

49

(n=21) healthy adult subjects

Zhu et al. (2009)

11

~15

350

~30

0.65

~50

Summary estimate from meta analysis
based on six efavirenz PK studies*

Arab-Alameddine et al.
(2012)

10

30

300

30

0.65

~50

Parameter estimate values used for
simulations in this report

Note: exact values used where available in original reports. Other data estimated from graphs made available.
* Including: Pfister et al. 2003, Arab-Alameddine 2009 (n=393), Csajka 2003 (n=719), Kappelhoff 2005a (n=1009), Kappelhoff 2005b (n=1728)
Autoinduction of efavirenz is found to occur during initial 2-3 weeks of continuous therapy. It is estimated this increases the clearance of the
drug between 100-200% from the base level at week 1 (Kappelhof et al. 2005; Nyakutira et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2009).
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Table A2. Influence on plasma clearance due to genetic differences, in particular CYP2B6).
Estimated REDUCTION in
clearance rate for CYP2B6
vs. base line (Caucasian)

Description of study findings

Source

30%

Clearance for EFV estimated to be 30% less for CYP2B6 patients

Denti et al. (2012)

22%

Hepatic clearance of EFV estimated 28% higher in white non-Hispanics than Pfister et al. (2003)
in African Americans and Hispanics (P = 0.03)

25 to 50 %
(medium alt. slow metabolizers)
more than 20%
25-30%

Intermediate and slow metabolizers found to have clearance of 7.2 L/h and
4.0 L/h vs. baseline 9.4 L/h

Nyakutira et al. (2008)

CYP2B6 516G->T polymorphism reduced the clearance by > 20%. Other
polymorphisms in this gene estimated to have lower influence.

Sanchez et al. (2011)

Parameter estimate value used for simulations in this report

Table A3. Influence on plasma clearance due to concurrent use of rifampin.
Estimated INCREASE in
clearance rate when used
concurrently with rifampin

Description of study findings

Source

Among healthy volunteers rifampin caused 26% vs. 20% reduction in mean
efavirenz AUC, and peak concentration respectively.

Benedek et al. (1998

22%

The combination of efavirenz and rifampin has been shown to reduce the
area under the concentration-time curve (AUC) of efavirenz by 22%.

Lopez-Cortez et al. (2002)
Rekić et al. (2011)

18%

The geometric mean AUC ratio of on/off rifampin was 0.82 (0.72 0.92).
However, large individual and confounding variations were recorded

Kwara et al. (2011)

20-26%

20-25%

Parameter estimate value used for simulations in this report
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Simulation Code (MATLAB R2012b)
%*********************************************************************
% Model of population efavirenz pharmacokinetics and HIV dynamics
%
% Single compartment PK model with single-order kinetics
% &
% Virus dynamics PD model, with time-dependent IC50 (viral resistance)
%
% Thesis project in Biomedicine, University of Skovde, Sweden
% December 6, 2012
% John Fors
%*********************************************************************
% SIMULATION FUNCTIONS
% -------------------% createAdherence
creates array of adherence per pt and time
% expandTime
transforms adherence data to hourly detail
% simulateDrug
simulate PK model per pt and time
% induction
used by 'simulateDrug' to apply auto induction
% normLimit
used by 'simulate Drug" for normal variability
% averagePeriods
calculates averages on day/weekl/month level
% limitDistribution
calculates % of population under/in/over limits
% calcLimits
calculates summary metrics used in scenarios
% simulateVirus
simulate PD model of HIV virus
%
% PLOTTING FUNCTIONS
% -------------------% plotAdherence
plot distribution of adherence across pts
% modelParameters
plot text box with key simulation parameters
% plotConcentration
plot concentration profile for set of pts (16)
% plotConcDistrib
plot distr. avg concentr per time aggregate
%
% printLimits
print table with share of pt under/in/over lim
% plotWeekSummary
plot share of pt*Week conc below lower limit
% plotHourSummary
plot share of pt*Hr conc below lower limit
%
% plotVirProfile
plot average viral profile over time
% plotViralDistrib
plot distribution of viral load across pts
% plotVirSummary
plot share of pts w/ viral failure at last wk
% plotVirPercent
plot distribution of viral load per percentile
%
% KEY VARIABLES
% ------------% T: total simulation time (hours)
% N: total patient population (count)
% adh: adherence level per patient per hour (boolean)
% con: plasma concentration per patient per hour (mg/L)
% Tt: non-infected T cell population (count/mL)
% Ts: infected T cell population (count/mL)
% Vs: free virion population (count/mL)
%
%*********************************************************************
clear all;
close all;
% RUN SETTINGS
% Select the outputs to include in the simulation run
isPlotParameters = 0; % includes simulation parameters on plots
isPlotAdherence

= 0;

% plot distribution of average patient adherence
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isPlotConcProfile = 0;
isPlotAvgConc
= 0;
isPlotConcDistrib = 0;

% plot plasma concentation for a set of patients
% calc and plot average conc per pt per all time
% plot distr. avg concentr per time length

isPrintLimits
= 1;
isPlotWeekSummary = 0;
isPlotHourSummary = 0;

% print distribution of patentients vs limits
% plot weekly low/in/high summary of scenarios
% plot hourly low/in/high summary of scenarios

isVirusSim
isPlotVirProfile
isPlotVirDistrib
isPlotVirWk8
isPlotVirWk24
isPlotVirPercent

%
%
%
%
%
%

=
=
=
=
=
=

1;
1;
1;
0;
0;
1;

run virus simulation portion
plot average virus load profile
plot distribution of viral load across pts
plot share of pts w/ viral failure by Wk 8
plot share of pts w/ viral failure by Wk 24
plot distribution of virus load per percentile

% GENERAL SIMULATION PARAMETERS
T = 24 * 7 * 24;
% total simulation time in hours (must be 4*n wks)
N = 1000;
% total patient population (max 5000, on 32bit HW)
% PATIENT ADHERENCE
% Adherence type: 1
%
2
%
3
%
4
adherenceType = 4;

SETTINGS
= perfect (i.e., 100%)
= % missed (randomized globally, over time)
= markov chain (2-state model, randomized over time)
= % missed (randomized per patient, over time)

% Adherence level (must be value from 0 to 1)
adherenceLevel = 0.8;
% Adherence level variability (stdv for patient specific probability)
adherenceStdv = 0.01;
% Markov chain probabilities, defined as [P(1|1) P(1|0)]
adherenceArray = [0.9, 0.1; 0.7 , 0.3];
% DRUG ENZYME AUTO INDUCTION PARAMETERS
% Linear growth of enzyme activity from day 1 to day 'indTime'
% indTime = hours until reach steady-state CL level, in hours
% indStart = relative value of full CL at day 1 (value from 0 to 1)
inductionTime = 24 * 7 * 3;
% i.e., reach steady state after 3 weeks
inductionStart = 0.4;
% i.e., start at 40% of steady-state level
% DRUG DOSAGE PARAMETERS
% Drug dose alternatives, in mg, oral daily dose.
doseArray = [800 600 400 300];
doseHours = 24;
% hours between dose
% variable 'doseType' (1,2,3, or 4) used to select specific dosage
% PATIENT GENOTYPE PARAMETERS
% Genotype for CYP2B6: 1 = fast metabolism, 2 = slow metabolism
genotypeType
= 1;
% edit this value for simulation run
genotypeFactor = [1.00 0.70];
genotypeArray = cellstr(['Fast'; 'Slow']);
genotypeText
= genotypeArray(genotypeType);
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% COADMINISTERED DRUG PARAMETERS
% Use of coadministration of TB drug rifampin: 1 = No, 2 = Yes
rifampinType
= 1;
% edit this value for simulation run
rifampinFactor = [1.00 1.22];
rifampinArray = cellstr(['No '; 'Yes']);
rifampinText
= rifampinArray(rifampinType);
% DRUG INHIBITION PARAMETERS
% Approximate min/max levels in mg for plasma concentration needed for
% viral inhibition. Used in the plasma distribution analysis
% note that a different approach is used in the viral dynamics modeling
inhibitionLimits = [1, 4];
% PHARMACOKINETIC (PK) MODEL PARAMETERS
CL_mean = 10;
CL_stdv = 3;
CL_max = 20; CL_min = 3;
V_mean = 300;
V_stdv = 30;
V_max = 400; V_min = 200;
Ka_mean = 0.65; Ka_stdv = 0.3; Ka_max = 0.9; Ka_min = 0.4;
% PHARMACODYNAMIC (PD) HIV VIRUS MODEL PARAMETERS
% Note: parameters transformed from daily to hourly level
k_mean = (0.64E-5)/24; k_stdv = (0.33E-5)/24;
dd_mean = (0.0227+0.0042)/2/24;
dd_stdv = (0.08+0.0028)/2/24;
lambda_mean = 210/24;
lambda_stdv = 95/24;
delta_mean = 0.30/24;
delta_stdv = 0.25/24;
cc_mean = 10.5/24;
cc_stdv = 4.4/24;
Ns_mean = 400;
Ns_stdv = 400; % not time dependent!
% VIRAL IC50 AND VIRAL RESISTANCE PARAMETERS
% Used to calculate time dependent IC50 function, values in mg
I0_mean = 0.0044;
I0_stdv = 0.2 * I0_mean;
% CV = 20%
Ir_mean = 0.44;
Ir_stdv = 0.2 * Ir_mean;
% CV = 20%
days_mean = 50;
days_stdv = 0.5 * days_mean;
% CV = 50%
viralLimit = 100;
% the max virion count per mL for viral supression
% GET AND SET PLOT PARAMETERS
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize');
plotCoordinates = [50 scrsz(4)/2-50 scrsz(3)/2-50 scrsz(4)/2-50];
parameterBox = [600, 330, 100, 90];
% SIMULATION SECTION
% arrays used to collect results of each simulation iteration
lowConcWeekly=zeros(4,10); % share of pt*wks plasma concentration below
lim
lowConcHourly=zeros(4,10); % share of pt*hrs plasma concentration below lim
viralLoadWk24=zeros(4,10); % share of pts w/ high viral load in last wk
disp('----------------------------------------------------------------');
disp('Simulation of efavirenz at different dosage and adherence levels');
fprintf('Population size
: %6.0f\n', N);
fprintf('Time periods (hrs): %6.0f\n', T);
disp('----------------------------------------------------------------');
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% select doseType(s) to include
% note that doseLevel(s) = iter / 10

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% create compliance vector per patient
adherenceLevel=iter/10;
[adh, base] = createAdherence(N, T, adherenceLevel, ...
adherenceType, doseHours, adherenceArray, ...
adherenceStdv);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot distribution of adherence level across patient population
if (isPlotAdherence==1)
figure('Position',plotCoordinates);
plotAdherence(adh, N, T, doseHours);
if (isPlotParameters==1)
modelParameters( parameterBox, N, T, ...
rifampinText, genotypeText, doseArray(doseType), ...
adherenceLevel, adherenceType, adherenceArray);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% simulate drug concentration over time per patient
[con] = simulateDrug( adh, doseArray(doseType), N,T,...
CL_mean, CL_stdv, CL_max, CL_min,...
V_mean, V_stdv, V_max, V_min,...
Ka_mean, Ka_stdv, Ka_max, Ka_min,...
rifampinFactor(rifampinType),...
genotypeFactor(genotypeType),...
inductionTime, inductionStart);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot concentration simulation results for up to 16 patients
if (isPlotConcProfile==1)
figure('Position',plotCoordinates);
plotConcProfile(con, min(16, N), min(1000,T));
% note the MIN function to ensure not exceed max dim size
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% calculate and plot average concentration per pts for all time
if (isPlotAvgConc==1)
figure('Position',plotCoordinates);
plotAvgConc( con, T, N);
if (isPlotParameters==1)
modelParameters( parameterBox, N, T, ...
rifampinText, genotypeText, doseArray(doseType), ...
adherenceLevel, adherenceType, adherenceArray);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% calc avg concentration per pt at daily / weekly / monthly level
cDay
= averagePeriods( con, 24, N, T);
cWeek = averagePeriods( con, 24*7, N, T);
cMonth = averagePeriods( con, 24*7*4, N, T);
cAll
= averagePeriods( con, T, N, T);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% plot concentration distribution per hour/day/week/month
% note this function can be computationally demanding
if (isPlotConcDistrib==1)
figure('Position',plotCoordinates)
plotConcDistrib( T, N, con, cDay, cWeek, cMonth, cAll);
if (isPlotParameters==1)
modelParameters( parameterBox, N, T, ...
rifampinText, genotypeText, doseArray(doseType), ...
adherenceLevel, adherenceType, adherenceArray);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% calculate share of patients below/above virus inhibition limits
cHourDist = limitDistribution( con, N, T, 1, inhibitionLimits );
cDayDist = limitDistribution( cDay, N, T, 24, inhibitionLimits );
cWeekDist = limitDistribution( cWeek, N, T, 24*7, inhibitionLimits
);
cMonthDist = limitDistribution( cMonth, N, T, 24*7*4,
inhibitionLimits );
cAllDist = limitDistribution( cAll, N, T, T, inhibitionLimits );
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% calculates distribution under/in/over limits metrics and prints
dist = calcLimits(cHourDist, cDayDist, cWeekDist, ...
cMonthDist, cAllDist);
% print proportion of patients below or above therapeutic limits
if (isPrintLimits==1)
printLimits(dist, adherenceLevel, doseArray(doseType));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% virus simulation
vCountWk24=0;
vCountWk8=0;
if (isVirusSim==1)
[Tt, Ts, Vs, IC50] = simulateVirus( N, T, con, k_mean,
k_stdv,...
dd_mean, dd_stdv, days_mean, days_stdv, Ir_mean,
Ir_stdv,...
I0_mean,I0_stdv, lambda_mean, lambda_stdv, cc_mean, ...
cc_stdv, delta_mean, delta_stdv, Ns_mean, Ns_stdv);
vCountWk24=0;
% count number of pts above viral limit Wk24
for n=1:N
if (mean(Vs(n,T-24*7:T),2) > viralLimit)
vCountWk24=vCountWk24+1;
end
end
vCountWk8=0;
% count number of pts above viral limit Wk8
for n=1:N
if (mean(Vs(n,24*7*8:24*7*9),2) > viralLimit)
vCountWk8=vCountWk8+1;
end
end
end
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lowConcWeekly(doseType, iter)= dist(1,3); % weekly statistics
lowConcHourly(doseType, iter)=dist(1,1);
% hourly statistics
viralLoadWk24(doseType, iter) = vCountWk24/N; % high virus load
wk24
viralLoadWk8(doseType, iter) = vCountWk8/N; % high virus load wk8
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot hourly concentration simulation results
if (isPlotHourSummary==1)
figure('Position', plotCoordinates);
plotHourSummary( lowConcHourly);
if (isPlotParameters==1)
modelParameters( parameterBox, N, T, ...
rifampinText, genotypeText, doseArray(doseType), ...
adherenceLevel, adherenceType, adherenceArray);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot weekly concentration simulation results
if (isPlotWeekSummary==1)
figure('Position', plotCoordinates);
plotWeekSummary( lowConcWeekly );
if (isPlotParameters==1)
modelParameters( parameterBox, N, T, ...
rifampinText, genotypeText, doseArray(doseType), ...
adherenceLevel, adherenceType, adherenceArray);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot virus summary view
% please note the average population values, may NOT reflect each patients
if (isPlotVirProfile==1)
figure('Position',plotCoordinates);
plotVirProfile( T, con, IC50, adh, Ts, Vs)
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot distribution of virus load across patients during last 1 week
if (isPlotVirDistrib==1)
figure('Position',plotCoordinates);
plotVirDistrib(T, N, Vs);
if (isPlotParameters==1)
modelParameters( parameterBox, N, T, ...
rifampinText, genotypeText, doseArray(doseType), ...
adherenceLevel, adherenceType, adherenceArray);
end
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot virus Wk24 status across multiple simulation scenarios
if (isPlotVirWk24==1)
figure('Position',plotCoordinates);
plotVirSummary( viralLoadWk24, 1 );
if (isPlotParameters==1)
modelParameters( parameterBox, N, T, ...
rifampinText, genotypeText, doseArray(doseType), ...
adherenceLevel, adherenceType, adherenceArray);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot virus Wk8 status across multiple simulation scenarios
if (isPlotVirWk8==1)
figure('Position',plotCoordinates);
plotVirSummary( viralLoadWk8, 2 );
if (isPlotParameters==1)
modelParameters( parameterBox, N, T, ...
rifampinText, genotypeText, doseArray(doseType), ...
adherenceLevel, adherenceType, adherenceArray);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot virus distribution per percentile
if (isPlotVirPercent==1)
figure('Position',plotCoordinates);
plotVirPercent(T, Vs );
if (isPlotParameters==1)
modelParameters( parameterBox, N, T, ...
rifampinText, genotypeText, doseArray(doseType), ...
adherenceLevel, adherenceType, adherenceArray);
end
end
disp('Simulation end');
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function [com,base] = createAdherence(N, T, adherenceLevel, ...
adherenceType, H, adherenceArray, adherenceStdv)
% Create adherence vector per patient
% note applies dose every H hrs
% markov chain probabilities
% definitions: [1 -> 1, 1 -> 0, 0 -> 1, 0 -> 0]
com = false(N,T);

% initialize logic matrix

if (adherenceType==1)
adherenceTemp = ones(N,T/H);
com = expandTime (adherenceTemp, N, T, H);
end
if (adherenceType==2)
adherenceTemp = binornd(1,adherenceLevel, N, T/H);
com = expandTime (adherenceTemp, N, T, H);
end
if (adherenceType==3)
adherenceTemp(:,1) = binornd(1,adherenceArray(1,1),N,1);
for t=2:T/H
adherenceTemp(:,t) = bsxfun(@times, (adherenceTemp(:,t-1)==1),...
binornd(1,adherenceArray(1,1),N,1)) +...
bsxfun(@times, (adherenceTemp(:,t-1)==0),...
binornd(1,adherenceArray(2,1),N,1));
end
com = expandTime (adherenceTemp, N, T, H);
end
base=zeros(N,1);
if (adherenceType==4)
if (adherenceLevel==1)
com(:,1:H:T) = 1;
else
for n=1:N
% get a valid random number
tempBase = 2;
% to get while-loop started
% limit the distribution to within |mu+2*sigma| && [0..1]
while ((tempBase>1) || (tempBase<0) || (abs(tempBaseadherenceLevel)>adherenceStdv*2))
tempBase = adherenceLevel + normrnd(0,adherenceStdv);
end
base(n)=tempBase;
end
for t=1:T/H
adherenceTemp(:,t) = binornd(1,base(:));
end
com = expandTime (adherenceTemp, N, T, H);
end
end
end
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function [big] = expandTime (small, N, T, H)
% creates sparse matrix from original compact structure
%
big = false(N,T);
for i=1:T/H
big(:,(i-1)*H+1) = logical(small(:,i));
end
end
==============================================================
function [ c ] = simulateDrug( com, dose, N,T,...
CL_mean, CL_stdv, CL_max, CL_min,...
V_mean, V_stdv, V_max, V_min,...
Ka_mean, Ka_stdv, Ka_max, Ka_min,...
ri, ge, indTime, indStart)
% simulate drug concentration for N patients during time T
% uses function induction to adjust for auto induction factor
% uses function normLimit to add normal variability to parameters
D = zeros(N,1);
c = zeros(N,T);
CL_temp = ones(N,1);
V_temp = ones(N,1);
Ka_temp = ones(N,1);
% create initial
for n=1:N
CL_temp(n) =
V_temp(n) =
Ka_temp(n) =
end

% mass at absorption site
% concentration vector

model parameters
normLimit(CL_mean, CL_stdv, CL_min, CL_max);
normLimit(V_mean, V_stdv, V_min, V_max);
normLimit(Ka_mean, Ka_stdv, Ka_min, Ka_max);

% adjust clearance for genotype and rifampin effects
Ke_temp = CL_temp ./ V_temp .* ri .* ge;
for t=1:T-1
% get set
V_rand =
Ka_rand =
Ke_rand =

of parameters
normrnd(0,0.1,N,1)+1;
normrnd(0,0.1,N,1)+1;
normrnd(0,0.1,N,1)+1;

V = bsxfun(@max,0.1, V_temp .* V_rand);
Ka = bsxfun(@max,0,
Ka_temp .* Ka_rand);
Ke = bsxfun(@max,0,
Ke_temp .* Ke_rand);

% avoid division by 0

Ke = induction(Ke, indStart, indTime, t);

% apply induction

D = D + double(dose .* com(:,t));
dD = bsxfun(@max, 0, bsxfun(@times, Ka, D));
D = bsxfun(@max, 0,D - dD);

% add oral dose to D
% absorption mass
% mass at abs. site

A = V .* c(:,t);
dA = dD - Ke .* A;
A = A + dA;
c(:,t+1) = A ./ V;

%
%
%
%

end
end
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function [ Ke] = induction( Ke, indStart, indTime, t);
% apply induction to initial time period
if (t<indTime)
ratio = indStart + t/indTime * (1-indStart);
Ke = Ke .* ratio;
end
end
==============================================================
function [new ] = normLimit( mean, stdv, low, high)
% implements a controlled random function
% if value falls outside limits, then redo the randomization
new = 99999999;
while ((new > high) || (new < low))
new = normrnd(mean, stdv);
end
end
==============================================================
function [ averageX ] = averagePeriods( x, P, N, T)
% Calculate average of x by accumulating array X every P records
% T must be divisible by P
% N and T must be more than 0
averageX=zeros(N,T/P);
for n=1:N
for t=1:(T/P)
s=0;
for h=1:P
s=s+x(n,(t-1)*P+h);
end
averageX(n,t)=s/P;
end
end
end
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==============================================================
function [ xDist ] = limitDistribution( x, N, T, P, inhArray )
% Calculate distribution of patients below/in/above min and max limits
% T must be divisible by P
% N and T must be more than 0
% xDist (:,1) = below, (:,2) = inside, (:,3) = above
minLim = inhArray(1);
maxLim = inhArray(2);
xDist=zeros(T/P,3);
for t=1:T/P
for n=1:N
if (x(n,t)>maxLim)
xDist(t,3)=xDist(t,3)+1;
elseif (x(n,t)<minLim)
xDist(t,1)=xDist(t,1)+1;
else
xDist(t,2)=xDist(t,2)+1;
end
end
end
xDist=xDist./N;
end
==============================================================
function [dist] = calcLimits( cHourDist, cDayDist, cWeekDist, ...
cMonthDist, cAllDist)
% generates output used for scenario plot functions
dist = [mean(cHourDist,1); mean(cDayDist,1); mean(cWeekDist,1); ...
mean(cMonthDist,1); mean(cAllDist,1)];
dist=transpose(dist);
end
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==============================================================
function [Tt, Ts, Vs,IC50_mean] = simulateVirus(N, T, c, k_mean, k_stdv,...
dd_mean, dd_stdv, days_mean, days_stdv, Ir_mean, Ir_stdv,...
I0_mean,I0_stdv, lambda_mean, lambda_stdv, cc_mean, cc_stdv,...
delta_mean, delta_stdv, Ns_mean, Ns_stdv)
% simulation of virus population given input parameters and
% drug concentration
Tt = zeros (N,T);
Ts = zeros (N,T);
Vs = zeros (N,T);

% number of susceptible cells (count/mL)
% cells infected with virus (count/mL)
% concentration of active virus (count/mL)

k_temp = zeros (N,1);
dd_temp = zeros (N,1);
days_temp = zeros (N,1);
Ir_temp = zeros (N,1);
lambda_temp = zeros (N,1);
cc_temp = zeros (N,1);
delta_temp = zeros (N,1);
Ns_temp = zeros (N,1);
I0_temp = zeros (N,1);
% initial values assuming
Tt0_mean = bsxfun(@max,0,
Vs0_mean = bsxfun(@max,0,
k_mean));
Ts0_mean = bsxfun(@max,0,

steady state
cc_mean ./(k_mean .* Ns_mean));
(lambda_mean .* Ns_mean ./ cc_mean - dd_mean ./
cc_mean .* Vs0_mean ./ (delta_mean .* Ns_mean));

% create initial model parameters
for n=1:N
k_temp(n) = normLimit(k_mean, k_stdv, k_mean*0.5, k_mean*2);
dd_temp(n) = normLimit(dd_mean, dd_stdv, dd_mean*0.5, dd_mean*2);
days_temp(n) = normLimit(days_mean, days_stdv, days_mean*0.5,
days_mean*2);
lambda_temp(n) = normLimit(lambda_mean, lambda_stdv, lambda_mean*0.5,
lambda_mean*2);
cc_temp(n) = normLimit(cc_mean, cc_stdv, cc_mean*0.5, cc_mean*2);
delta_temp(n) = normLimit(delta_mean, delta_stdv, delta_mean*0.5,
delta_mean *2);
Ns_temp(n) = normLimit(Ns_mean, Ns_stdv, Ns_mean*0.5, Ns_mean*2);
I0_temp(n) = normLimit(I0_mean, I0_stdv, I0_mean*0.5, I0_mean*2);
Ir_temp(n) = normLimit(Ir_mean, Ir_stdv, Ir_mean*0.5, Ir_mean*2);
Tt(n,1) = normLimit(Tt0_mean, Tt0_mean*0.2, Tt0_mean*0.5, Tt0_mean*2);
Ts(n,1) = normLimit(Ts0_mean, Ts0_mean*0.2, Ts0_mean*0.5, Ts0_mean*2);
Vs(n,1) = normLimit(Vs0_mean, Vs0_mean*0.2, Vs0_mean*0.5, Vs0_mean*2);
end
tr_temp = days_temp .* 24;
IC50 = zeros(N,1);
IC50_mean = zeros(T,1);
for t=1:T
IC50 = (t>=tr_temp) .* Ir_temp + (t<tr_temp) .* ...
(I0_temp + (Ir_temp-I0_temp) .* t ./ tr_temp);
IC50_mean(t) = mean(IC50);
% randomize paramters per time point
k_rand = normrnd(0,0.1,N,1)+1;
dd_rand = normrnd(0,0.1,N,1)+1;
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lambda_rand = normrnd(0,0.1,N,1)+1;
cc_rand = normrnd(0,0.1,N,1)+1;
delta_rand = normrnd(0,0.1,N,1)+1;
Ns_rand = normrnd(0,0.1,N,1)+1;
k = bsxfun(@max,0, k_temp .* k_rand);
dd = bsxfun(@max,0, dd_temp .* dd_rand);
lambda = bsxfun(@max,0, lambda_temp .* lambda_rand);
cc = bsxfun(@max,0, cc_temp .* cc_rand);
delta = bsxfun(@max,0, delta_temp .* delta_rand);
Ns = bsxfun(@max,0, Ns_temp .* Ns_rand);
g = c(:,t) ./ (c(:,t) + IC50);
dTt = lambda - dd .* Tt(:,t) - (1-g) .* k .* Vs(:,t) .* Tt(:,t);
dTs = (1 - g) .* k .* Vs(:,t) .* Tt(:,t) - delta .* Ts(:,t);
dVs = Ns .* delta .* Ts(:,t) - cc .* Vs(:,t);
Tt(:,t+1) = Tt(:,t) + dTt;
Ts(:,t+1) = Ts(:,t) + dTs;
Vs(:,t+1) = Vs(:,t) + dVs;
end
end
==============================================================
function plotAdherence( com, N, T, H )
% plot distribution of adherence level for all patients in population
% defined to size of 20 bars
% both H and N need to be > 0
if ((H>0) && (N>0))
[A,B]= hist(sum(com,2)/(T/H),20);
bar(B, A/N);
title('Distribution of Adherence among Patients');
xlabel('Probability [0..1]');
end
end
==============================================================
function modelParameters( parameterBox, N, T, r, g, d, c, cType, cTable)
% print model parameters on active plot canvas
if (cType==3)
compText = [num2str(cTable(1,1)) '/' num2str(cTable(2,1))];
elseif ((cType==2) || (cType==4))
compText = num2str(c);
elseif (cType==1)
compText = '100%';
end
MyBox = uicontrol('style','text');
set(MyBox,'String',{'Model parameters',...
['N=',num2str(N),', T=',num2str(T)],...
['dose ',num2str(d)],...
['compliance ',compText],...
['rifampin ',char(r)],...
['CYP2B6 ',char(g)]});
set(MyBox,'Position',parameterBox);
end
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==============================================================
function plotConcProfile(c, n, t)
% plot plasma concentration over time 1:t for 1:n patients
for n=1:n
subplot(4,4,n);
plot(1:t, c(n,1:t));
title(strcat('Patient: ',num2str(n)));
end
end
==============================================================
function plotConcDistrib( T, N, c, cDay, cWeek, cMonth, cAll)
% plot distribution of avg concentration for different time aggregates
group = [repmat({'Hourly'}, T*N,1); ...
repmat({'Daily'}, N*T/24,1); ...
repmat({'Weekly'}, N*T/(24*7),1); ...
repmat({'Monthly'}, N*T/(24*7*4),1);...
repmat({'All'}, N,1)];
boxplot([c(:); cDay(:); cWeek(:); cMonth(:);cAll(:)],group,'whisker',1)
title('Average Plasma Concentration per Time Period');
ylabel('Plasma Concentration (mg/L)');
end
==============================================================
function printLimits( dist, compLevel, d)
% print calc results in text form
disp('Share of all patients within therapeutic limits [1,4] mg/L');
fprintf('Adherence: %6.3f\t Dose: %6.3f\n',compLevel, d);
fprintf('\t\t\tHourly\tDaily\tWeekly\tMonthly\tAll\n');
fprintf('Above : \t%6.3f\t%6.3f\t%6.3f\t%6.3f\t%6.3f\n', dist(3,:) );
fprintf('In
: \t%6.3f\t%6.3f\t%6.3f\t%6.3f\t%6.3f\n', dist(2,:) );
fprintf('Below : \t%6.3f\t%6.3f\t%6.3f\t%6.3f\t%6.3f\n', dist(1,:) );
end
==============================================================
function plotWeekSummary( cSaveWeekly )
% plot scenario results for share of pts with conc below lower limit
plot (0.1:0.1:1,cSaveWeekly);
title ('Share of Patients w/ Weekly Average Plasma Concentration Below
Limit');
xlabel('Adherence Level [0..1]');
ylabel('Portion of All Patients [0..1]');
legend('800 mg','600 mg','400 mg','300 mg', 'Location','SouthWest');
end
==============================================================
function plotHourSummary( cSaveDaily)
% plot summary share of pts with low plasma conc per scenario
plot (0.1:0.1:1,cSaveDaily);
title ('Share of Patients w/ Hourly Average Plasma Concentration Below
Limit');
xlabel('Adherence Level [0..1]');
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ylabel('Portion of All Patients [0..1]');
legend('800 mg','600 mg','400 mg','300 mg', 'Location','SouthWest');
end
==============================================================
function plotVirProfile( T, con, IC50)
%plot viral profile over time
% note it is AVERAGE, and will not show variance
con_90
con_75
con_50
con_25
con_10

=
=
=
=
=

prctile(con,
prctile(con,
prctile(con,
prctile(con,
prctile(con,

90,1);
75,1);
50,1);
25,1);
10,1);

=
=
=
=
=

tsmovavg(con_90,
tsmovavg(con_75,
tsmovavg(con_50,
tsmovavg(con_25,
tsmovavg(con_10,

st=24;
con_90
con_75
con_50
con_25
con_10

's',st);
's',st);
's',st);
's',st);
's',st);

st=1;
hold on;
plot( 1:st:T,con_10(1:st:T),'k--', 1:st:T,con_25(1:st:T),'k-.', ...
1:st:T,con_50(1:st:T),'-r',1:st:T,con_75(1:st:T),'-.k',
1:st:T,con_90(1:st:T), '--k');
plot(1:st:T, IC50(1:st:T),'b');
legend( '90%', '75%','Median','25%','10%', 'Avg IC50','Location',
'NorthEast');
title('Average Daily plasma drug concentration per percentile vs. IC50');
ylabel('mg/L');
xlabel('Time [hour]');
hold off
end
==============================================================
function plotVirDistrib( T, N, Vs )
% plot distribution of viral load in last week, across patients
[values, limits] = hist(log(mean(Vs(:,T-24*7:T),2)), 20);
bar(limits,values/N);
title('Distribution of viral load during last week');
xlabel('log10 of viral count (copies/mL)');
ylabel('Share of all patient [0..1]');
end
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==============================================================
function plotVirSummary( vSaveEndPeriod, wk )
% plot share of patients in viral failure in last week of treatment
plot (0.1:0.1:1,vSaveEndPeriod);
if (wk==1)
title ('Share of Patients with Viral Load > 100 at Week 24');
else
title ('Share of Patients with Viral Load > 100 at Week 8');
end
xlabel('Adherence Level [0..1]');
ylabel('Portion of All Patients [0..1]');
legend('800 mg','600 mg','400 mg','300 mg', 'Location','SouthWest');
end
==============================================================
function plotVirPercent(T, Vs )
% plot distribution per percentile over time
Vs_90 = prctile(Vs, 90,1);
Vs_75 = prctile(Vs, 75,1);
Vs_50 = prctile(Vs, 50,1);
Vs_25 = prctile(Vs, 25,1);
Vs_10 = prctile(Vs, 10,1);
semilogy( 1:T,Vs_10(1:T),'k--', 1:T,Vs_25(1:T),'k-.', ...
1:T,Vs_50(1:T),'-r',1:T,Vs_75(1:T),'-.k', 1:T,Vs_90(1:T), '--k');
legend( '10%', '25%','Median','75%','90%', 'Location', 'SouthWest');
title('Distribution of percentiles of patient population over time');
ylabel('log Virus concentration per percentile');
xlabel('Time [hour]');
end
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